
MASON LAB B-7 WIND TUNNEL OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Our wind tunnel is a low speed tunnel with a test section 15”x24” It has a digital controller 
that controls the air circulation blower with full variability up to a maximum velocity of  about 
39M/s (~130 feet/s , 88mph) 
We have a 2 axis force balance that can measure lift (~25 N) and drag (~8 N)  
 
 
PRECAUTIONS: 
 
ALL OBJECTS MUST BE SECURED BEFORE STARTING WIND TUNNEL 
ALL MODELS MUST BE REVIEWED BEFORE MOUNTING IN WIND TUNNEL 
 

ANY LOOSE OBJECTS CAN TRAVEL TO BLOW HOUSING AND CAUSE SERIOUS 
EQUIPMENT  DAMAGE AND PERSONAL INJURY 

 
 

  Wind Tunnel operating instructions: 
 

Turn on Controller and Motor breakers in electrical panel 
located behind wind tunnel: 

 
Breaker #’s 16  

and 
Joined breakers 20,22&24 
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To start up wind Tunnel: 
 
1) Turn on motor controller Power switch- large red lever shown above 
2) Start motor by pressing green button on Motor contactor power switch 
 

3) You should hear a smooth startup of drive motor.  
 
4) As the wind tunnel blower accelerates you may hear a TRANSIENT or brief 

whine/ or hum. This is normal. If the whine is continuous stop the blower and 
investigate. 

 
 

If at any time you hear unusual sounds STOP 
BLOWER and Motor by pressing the RED STOP 

button the 
Motor Contactor Power Switch. 

 
DO NOT continue operation- Shut off Power Breakers and Notify Glenn Weston-Murphy 

should there be any unusual sounds or smells during operation 
Glenn.weston-murphy@yale.edu 

436-1925 
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Motor controller keypad 
 
Most of the buttons are used for programming motor parameters and will not be used for 
normal wind tunnel operation; 
 
To start wind tunnel flow after turning on power above: 
 
Be sure that controller display shows  Local Manual mode on display then: 
If not then press Local / remote key and Manual/Auto key to change to correct mode 
 
Press RUN > SET POINT and UP arrow to approximate speed desired-  
Press  SET POINT button again to lock in that speed 
Display will show approximate wind tunnel speed in m/s (meters/second)  and tunnel speed 
will go to that set point speed. 
 
To change speed up or down repeat steps above pressing up or down arrows to increase 
or decrease speed as required.  
  
Holding pressure on UP or DOWN arrows will ramp speed up / down 
 
There are also 4 preset speeds programmed into the controller the can be reached in the 
RUN mode by pressing these keys: 
 
P1 ~ 10 m/s      P2 ~ 20 m/s    P3 ~ 30 m/s    P3 ~ 39 m/s (maximum tunnel speed) 
 
To initiate NORMAL stop during testing press RED STOP button on keypad-  
 
Wind tunnel BLOWER will coast down to a stop.  You will continue to hear The wind tunnel  
motor running as the controller operates a variable speed drive clutch within the motor 
assembly  
 
To completely shut down Motor pres RED STOP BUTTON on Motor Contactor. 
 

Turn off Wind Tunnel circuit breakers in power panel when finished. 
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